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CRAFT IDENTITY: MOSAICS IN
THE HELLENISTIC EAST
S. Rebecca Martin

INTRODUCTION: THE IMPERSONALITY OF MOSAIC PRODUCTION

In his introduction to Personal Styles in Greek Sculpture, J.J. Pollitt lays out
the criteria we need to follow to reconstruct an ancient artist’s style. First,
we need the availability of a large corpus of identifiable works; next, we
need a deep familiarity with literary sources; and, finally, we need a solid
stylistic history established by archaeological discoveries.1 For art historians
or archaeologists interested in the intersection between personal styles and
Hellenistic mosaics, however, these criteria prove to be a challenge, especially
the first two. The work of very few individual mosaicists has been identified and only one practitioner, the artist Sosos who was active at Pergamon,
is mentioned in the literary record, in Pliny’s brief history of mosaics (HN
36.184–189). Sosos’s most famous works, the asarotos oikos (Unswept Room) and
drinking doves, are known only through copies.2 One of the best examples
of the former is in Rome, and it bears the name of a different individual,
Herakleitos. Only eight other pre-Imperial mosaics found at Mediterranean
sites are inscribed; these inscriptions seem to be artist signatures (see
Map 5.1).Two come from Delos.The others come from Athens, Pella,Thmuis,
Pompeii, Segesta, and Euesperides. Of these, three have ethnics that identify
individuals from Phoenician Arados ([Askle]piades, found at Delos), Samos
(Dioskourides, found at Pompeii), and Alexandria ([D]ionysios of [He]rakleides, found at Segesta).3
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Map 5.1. Map of the Hellenistic Mediterranean.
Map: author.

A few features characterize the corpus of signatures in mosaic. All are
written in Greek but at least one, belonging to Asklepiades, does not name
a Greek. Two are on fourth-century pebble mosaics in Greece (Athens and
Pella); the remainder is found on Hellenistic tessellated mosaics from outside
the mainland. Most were found in, or near, royal or other major centers, with
two exceptions from the west – Pompeii and Segesta, the Elymian capital in
northwest Sicily – and another from the North African site of Euesperides in
Libya. None of the ethnics matched its find spot. Dioskourides’s name appears
twice on paired emblemata that may have been transported from elsewhere.4
In terms of content, the signatures seem to be simple statements of craftsmanship: Sophilos epoiei (“Sophilos made [me]”).5 With the exception of the pebble
mosaic from Athens, all examples are found on mosaics of exceptionally high
quality. Signatures do not guarantee originality, however, as demonstrated by
Herakleitos’s asarotos oikos, and, of course, some of the finest picture mosaics
ever produced were unsigned. Finally, the signatures were not valuable in
themselves: the borders and trompe l’oeil inscription of Hephaistos in Palace
V at Pergamon are all that remain of the original mosaic, the remainder having
been cut away and carted off .6
The well-known business contract, Zenon papyrus 59665 (256–246 b.c.e.),
provides our sole example of how Hellenistic decorative floors were arranged.
The contract describes in detail the plan of mosaics for the tholoi of two baths,
one for each sex, for a villa in Egyptian Philadelphia. The paradeigma (model)
for the men’s tholos comes from a royal workshop; the basis for the woman’s
tholos probably came from some other preexisting design.7 We cannot know
how typical this contract was, but it does suggest that complex visual programs could be communicated in writing. The Zenon papyrus proves that the
influence of royal workshops extended beyond the major centers to locations
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lacking resident craftsmen, in this case, from the tip of the Nile Delta into the
Fayyum. In contrast to the passage from Pliny, the papyrus shows no interest
in the individual artist.
Pollitt’s third criterion – a clear stylistic history – also remains somewhat
elusive for the history of mosaics. It is a common practice to date mosaics on
stylistic grounds, yet poor preservation, a reluctance to excavate below floors
(and, in doing so, to remove or damage them), and modern mishandling mean
that chronological certainty is lacking for many key works that might serve
as good makers. Pompeii and Delos do have secure terminal dates for their
mosaics, and excavation methods throughout the Mediterranean continue to
improve. Continued and better excavation will provide indispensable chronological information that operates independently from assumptions about
stylistic development; improved understanding of the distribution of iconographic themes, styles and compositions; insights into contexts and patrons;
and a firmer grasp of techniques.8 From a few sites we have solid examples of
mosaics dated entirely on archaeological grounds, as at Tel Anafa, for example
(more on this later).9
Yet even in the best of circumstances, studies of iconography and even style,
context, and patronage cannot always (or often) lead us to specific artists or
allow us to identify hands within workshops or regions. One reason for this is
frequent reuse of models, although exactly how this process worked is debated.
If programs could be made to order, as documented by the Zenon papyrus,
composition and context may better reflect predilections of the patron or
popular types than individual artists. Another challenge to ascribing authorship
is that emblemata could be transported complete, although the practice is also
understood poorly.
Some sites were capable of supporting local mosaic workshops, at least for
a time. The understanding of workshops is far from perfect, however, even at
Alexandria and other locations where tessellated mosaics are numerous, such
as Delos and Pompeii. The so-called Casa del Fauno workshop provides a
good example.10 Paul Meyboom has argued for the existence of this workshop through a careful study of iconography, composition, and materials used
in a group of fish mosaics from regions near Rome and the bay of Naples,
especially Palestrina and Pompeii. To this group of fish mosaics Meyboom
has added several others from Palestrina (including the Nile mosaic), where
the workshop seems to have been active from ca. 120–110 b.c.e. , and from
the eponymous House of the Faun, which is the source of the greatest number of examples, that date from ca. 110 b.c.e. 11 After 80 b.c.e. , a decline is
observed; post-50 b.c.e. only a few small-scale scenes with similar Niloticaquatic iconography are known. Soon workshop activity dies out altogether,
the result of shifting tastes or, perhaps, the death of the founding master
craftsmen.
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5.1. Mask mosaic from Tel Dor, Israel. Conservator Orna Cohen.
Photo: G. Laron, courtesy Tel Dor Project.

There is much to think about in this reconstruction of the workshop’s life
cycle. For starters, it appears that neither Palestrina nor Pompeii could support
the workshop exclusively, although its attributed work is concentrated there.
Demand was inconsistent. Meyboom notes that the surviving number of figural mosaics at Pompeii, one third of which were in the House of the Faun,
could not have supported even one group of craftsmen active over a fiftyyear period.12 There is no reason to assume that this workshop was stationed
at Pompeii. It has been suggested that its home was Puteoli, a cosmopolitan
and bustling location that might account also for the work’s apparent ties to
Alexandria. A base at Puteoli would have been convenient for the receipt of
commissions and export of emblemata.13
One drawback of Meyboom’s study, however, is that it relies on connoisseurship – a valuable tool, but one made especially difficult to employ when
discussing the work of an unknown number of anonymous hands, all of which
were using related models. Of course, models do not dictate the quality or
appearance of the final product. For example, the two pomegranates seen in
a detail of a mask and garland frieze from Tel Dor (Figs. 5.1–5.2) use a similar
model with very different results: at least two hands were at work here, one of
which (Fig. 5.2) was clearly less skilled. Paintings, manuscript illumination, and
even sculpture could provide inspiration for mosaics; stock figures could be
combined and recombined to create fresh compositions, which was how the
Nilotic scenes attributed to the Casa del Fauno workshop were produced.14
Perhaps the offer of variations on a common theme was itself the attraction
of the work.
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As Meyboom rightly acknowledges,
we cannot know whether these mosaics were made by the same workshop,
by associated artists or workshops, or
even by other unrelated artists drawing
on the Casa del Fauno’s popular types;
all are equally possible.15 We can deconstruct further: there is no concrete evidence of any such workshop, and we
can imagine myriad alternate possibilities: former “apprentices” establishing
new shops, local artists working on spec
and reproducing types, etc. Mosaic does
not lend itself to the confident attribution of artists. Nevertheless, the most
readily available evidence of artistic
activity comes from observation of reoccurring subjects, compositions, and styles.
Such evidence supports equally the use
of models and, judiciously applied, the
presence of workshops. Presumably some 5.2. Garland mosaic fragment from Tel Dor, Israel.
Hellenistic era workshops existed outside Photo: G. Laron, courtesy Tel Dor Project.
Alexandria, and it seems impertinent to
argue against them simply on principle.16 Both views are speculative.
Studies of technique offer more concrete evidence. Technique encompasses
composition, use of models, and choice of materials. Its most indicative aspects
are the ways in which individual tesserae were laid in different parts of the floor;
the appearance of sinopia (guidelines), incisions, lead and terracotta strips; and
the construction of the mortar beds or emblemata. Presumably, these practices
were consistent within workshops.17 Some investigations, especially those of
bedding construction, are better suited to fragmentary floors or require the
partial destruction or removal of those that are in situ. There is a delicate balance between gathering precious information and preserving works as they are
found. Other studies are noninvasive. The discovery of so-called “transitional”
mosaics, which exhibit a combination of characteristics found in pebble, chip,
or tessellated floors, has relied on close observation of surface features.18 In part
the identification of regional styles has, too, as with the presence or absence
of lead strips.19 Beyond regional trends we may someday identify workshops
or even craftsmen, especially those that travelled, through a combination of
approaches. Although the work of a good “apprentice” might be indistinguishable from a “master,” the identification of specific approaches to the mosaic
craft encourages the comparison of tangible quantities.
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The discussion of individual mosaicists cannot compare to what is known
about sculptors, painters, or architects.We know of Sosos only because of Pliny.
Without that passage, we might not associate the asarotos oikos with the drinking doves. Both would probably be attributed to popular models circulating in
Italy, not to a great master who worked at Pergamon. We do not have, in the
study of mosaicists, an example comparable to the sculptor Damophon, where
original works and literary descriptions converge at Messene in a defined
archaeological context.20 For ancient authors, mosaics fall into the category
of anonymous craft, though it is important to recall the same may be true, on
some level, for nearly the whole of ancient art, even works that were regularly
signed by their makers.21 In “craft” genres, great masters are difficult to uncover.
Despite these limitations, Hellenistic picture mosaics played an important role in the development of the artistic and aesthetic sensibilities of the
Hellenistic world that is worth attempting to recover. The remainder of this
essay will show that traditional thinking about the origins, development, techniques, and artists involved in mosaic production has led to the false impression
of mosaic as an especially Hellenic craft that developed in imitation of Greek
painting. It argues that, on the one hand, Greek painting was only one of
many sources from which mosaic drew, and, on the other hand, the association
between picture mosaics, Greece, and Greeks is not especially strong. Mosaic
production was in fact a widespread phenomenon that reveals a high degree of
Mediterranean connectivity from at least the early Hellenistic era. This claim
will be considered first by looking in-depth at two recently discovered picture
mosaics from Hellenistic Palestine. The fragmentary state of these mosaics has
allowed for close analysis of their technique, especially in their mortars, which
has revealed – for the first time – the activity of a single travelling artist. From
Palestine, we will return to the question of an artist’s individual identity by
considering the context of the few signed mosaics with ethnics. Together with
the Palestinian picture mosaics, these signatures offer proof of the innovation
and mobility of ancient mosaicists and further contribute to the idea that
mosaic was an art form that transcended the quasi-nationalistic identity it has
been ascribed.
CRAFT IDENTITY

The finest tessellated mosaics, especially those picture mosaics produced in the
technique we refer to as opus vermiculatum, are understood as Greek art.22 Since
the majority of them are found outside of mainland Greece, however, they are
often interpreted as signs of acculturation, Hellenistic influence attributable to
the movement of Greek craftsmen, or, at the very least, a conscious acquisition
of Greek culture – Philhellenism. Thus, even lacking much information about
specific artists, mosaics themselves have been ascribed a personality – a craft
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identity – that is Hellenic. The assumption requires scrutiny: to what extent
are tessellated mosaics “Greek”? The answer would seem to depend on two
factors, both touched upon already: the origins of the technique of tessellation
and the ethnicity of the artists who executed the mosaics.
Several competing ideas exist regarding the origins of tessellated mosaics.23
One possibility is that they developed from pebble mosaics. Early (fourthcentury) pebble mosaics are found in mainland Greece. In the Hellenistic period,
they spread out from the mainland, sometimes quite far afield. Pebble floors were
still being produced in the second century – well after our earliest tessellated
examples – with sometimes markedly lower quality. But some sites with pebble
mosaics lack tessellated ones. Ai Khanoum is one example of a site where pebble
mosaics arrived late, in the third century, but tessellated mosaics are unknown.24
Greece was not the only area where decorated pavements developed. The
earliest known pattern floor comes from the eighth-century West Phrygian
House at Gordion.25 Pebble mosaics appear in Spain in the seventh through
fourth centuries apparently independent of Greek influence. Punic input is also
possible, as North Africa is another source of early pavements.26 Pre-Roman
African pavements use mortar and aggregate in a manner similar to opus signinum. Sometimes they had designs, such as the famous early third-century
sign of Tanit from a threshold at Kerkouane (cf. Fig. 5.11).27 Attempts have
been made to link these pavements to the elder Cato’s “pavimenta Poenica”
(ap. Festus De ver sig 282 Lindsay), and thence to Sicily and Italy where its
impact may be observed in various paving techniques, such as signinum.28 Opus
signinum appears in Spain only after the Roman conquest, however. If the
Italians had ultimately derived the technique from Punic sources, the same
might not be true in Spain.
Two main theories have been proposed for the development of tessellation,
one favoring a western Mediterranean origin and another favoring the East.
Sicily remains a common suggestion, in part because tessellation appeared there
early at the site of Morgantina.29 To this archaeological evidence is sometimes
added an anecdote about the galley ship Syrakousia of Hieron II (Moschion
ap. Ath. Deipn 5, 206d-209e). According to the tale, Hieron presented the ship
to Ptolemy III Euergetes as famine relief after the failure of the Nile flood.
The event is dated between the beginning of Ptolemy III’s reign in 246 and
239/8, the date of the Canopus Decree that mentions the relief efforts.30 The
Syrakousia was large, luxurious, and decorated with mosaic panels (abakiskoi)
showing stories from the Iliad.31 If we understand these panels as emblemata
constructed locally, the passage offers further support that tessellation was
developed in Sicily by the middle of the third century. The story is also noteworthy in that it presents mosaics as a valuable object in elite gift-exchange.32
Even if Hieron’s motivation was to emulate the diadochoi, it is interesting that
the direction of cultural exchange here is from west to east.33
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Alternately, Alexandria has been proposed – and dismissed – as an eastern
source for the technique. Egypt is, however, where we see mosaic’s potential
to rival painting explored for the first time.34 Alexandria’s influence is attested
by the Zenon papyrus and the lasting popularity of Nilotic themes in the west,
although none of this offers direct support for Alexandria as the source of tessellation. The floors from Pergamon and Delos date no earlier than the first
half of the second century, relatively late in the development of tessellation.
“Transitional” floors are found in both eastern and western sites in the third
century, but Morgantina, the site that has produced the earliest archaeologically datable tessellated mosaics, notably lacks pebble ones.35 The fact remains
that direct evidence of a linear transition from pebble, chip, and other pavements to tessellation and thence to opus vermiculatum is lacking.36
Mutual influence of a variety of techniques from multiple locations seems
the most plausible scenario. Indeed, in the third century, experimentation was
the rule. Neither Spanish pebble floors nor Sicilian tessellated mosaics need to
be the earliest examples of either technique to prove that important contributions came from outside the Hellenic sphere. Nonetheless, two other technical
factors contribute to the perception of mosaic’s Hellenic identity. The first is
that Greece is one clear source of pebble mosaic that is sometimes high in
quality and interested in illusionism. The second is that opus vermiculatum is
developed first in Egypt, apparently in association with the royal court. It is
tempting to link the illusionistic pebble mosaics from Pella to the vermiculatum mosaics of Ptolemiac Egypt through the Macedonian elite, even though
the intermediary technique, tessellation, might have been developed in the
west. According to this way of thinking, the royal courts are the most innovative and important centers of Hellenistic art production, and mosaic becomes
just another symptom of the Hellenic domination of the East. This point is
especially persuasive if innovation in mosaic is thought to be motivated by
the desire to achieve greater naturalism, as is so often claimed in studies of
Greek art.
Mosaic’s relationship with Greek painting needs further consideration. As
mentioned above, some pebble mosaics are highly illusionistic. Pella provides
good examples, including Gnosis’s stag hunt, from probably the last quarter of
the fourth century. The over life-sized central frame shows two hunters and
their hound attacking a speckled stag. All figures are arranged against a dark
ground in a manner that is indebted to red-figure vase painting.37 The bold
figures are posed on a ground line and carefully modeled through painstaking
selection of stones, which are sometimes separated by lead or terracotta strips.
As Katherine Dunbabin has noted, the approach to modeling at Pella can
be compared favorably to the tessellated Ganymede mosaic from the eponymous house at Morgantina.38 The Ganymede is dated to the third century
on firm evidence, making it one of the earliest examples of fully realized, if
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experimental, tessellation.39 The floor uses tesserae and some cut stone to create
an energetic composition showing the boy’s abduction by Zeus. Ganymede’s
expression is vivid, his body well-modeled and foreshortened.The comparison
to wall or panel painting is easy for both floors and highlights mosaic’s analogous capacity for illusionism in two dimensions.
Opus vermiculatum is the technique most capable of evoking or rivaling
painting (as HN 36.184.9).40 Parallels are sometimes drawn between the technique and pointillist painting.41 Pointillism’s use of dots of pigment can be
compared to the use of small tesserae or chips. A goal of pointillist painting
is for the eye to fuse individual dots to perceive new colors without the loss
of intensity that occurs in the physical mixing of pigments – an effect known
as optical mixing. It is tempting to see craftsmen working in vermiculatum as
having a similar objective. At the same time, the characteristic winding lines of
tesserae that give opus vermiculatum its conventional name may be compared to
more painterly effects: brushstrokes and contour lines in wall and panel painting and, perhaps, relief line in vase painting.
In the famous story of the competition between Zeuxis and Parrhasios
reported by Pliny (HN 35.61–66), the latter’s victory rests on his painted curtain’s superior trompe-l’oeil ability. The capacity of verisimilitude to deceive
was an important theme, especially in accounts of fourth-century painters, where it is presented as a measure of techne.42 Like some painting, opus
vermiculatum mosaics could play with the viewer’s powers of perception, creating simultaneously a continuous surface and a sense of depth and unfolding
activity. The asarotos oikos is a good example, in which the eye sees the realistic remains of a meal on top of a floor, while the mind understands that the
identical elements comprise a single, solid surface. Mosaic that imitates floor
textiles has a similar effect.43 Still another play on the tension between two-and
three- dimensions is found in the perspective meander motif that, from the
third century, appears in painting, metalwork, and pavements.44 Together these
examples remind us that mosaicists were innovative and sophisticated artists
capable of rivaling the displays of techne found in the most esteemed art genres.
Yet not all mosaics, even figured ones, were interested in the kind of pictorialism that ancient sources praise. Some tessellated floors clearly reject it, opting
for a more emphatically linear and two-dimensional effect (Fig. 5.11). Surely
the play of paradoxes between depth/surface and naturalism/artifice was part
of mosaic’s appeal, as attested by the growing complexity of various border
devices in Hellenistic floors: some emphatically flattened, some highly three
dimensional, and some framing pictorial central scenes with life-like content.
Sophilos’s signed floor in Thmuis is a clear example of this visual duality. A flattened tassel device derived from textiles (so-called “crenellation”) frames a
perspective meander and other plain and double guilloche borders; these seem
best viewed from above. They frame the central personification that, however
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legible when viewed from above, is rendered as though viewed at eye-level.
It should be noted that picture mosaics are often presented in publications as
though they were, in fact, framed panels viewed at eye-level. In this way scholarship is actively encouraging too-simple, even false, parallels between floor
mosaics and monumental painting.45
There is a similar willingness to overlook the two genres’ fundamental differences in the parallels drawn between painted brush strokes, even painted
“points,” and tesserae. Whereas tesserae can only be juxtaposed, paint can be
both superimposed and blended, allowing the artist to build up from the surface of the picture plane.46 The potential for visual-tactile confusion inherent
in painting is still greater in mosaic: here illusionism not only competes with
the viewing plane but also with the floor’s practical role as a solid surface on
which the viewer is physically situated. For some, as Roger Ling, such tension is an important ongoing theme in mosaic production.47 It is important to
remember that mosaic takes its own distinct approach to illusionism, one that
draws on a multitude of sources, and that the genre has its own visual language.
We must understand that mosaic was something more than a mere offshoot of
Greek painting.48
If, as seems likely, opus vermiculatum was developed in the eastern
Mediterranean, two questions remain. First: How and why did it spread to the
West? And, second: To what extent can (or should) “eastern Mediterranean
art” be equated with “Greek art?” The preceding discussion of tessellation’s
development suggests already that a “Greek” identity hardly covers all the possibilities. Moreover, a typical center-to-periphery model does not explain the
creation or spread of tessellated techniques as it does for the techniques of pebble mosaics.The Mediterranean was a ripe environment for this kind of artistic
phenomenon, one which simultaneously signals connectivity and establishes
regional and individual differences. We can argue that Greeks helped spread
the demand for decorated floors to places like Egypt, but the point remains
that tessellation was only achieved once Greeks, Macedonians, and various
non-Hellenic people came into contact outside the mainland.
Nonetheless the aesthetic sophistication of picture mosaics encourages
scholars to continue to perceive them as Greek works of art. We have looked
at a few examples from Egypt, Italy, and Sicily. In each case, the locus of activity is not Greece. All the same, the work is regularly and consistently attributed
to Greek craftsmen. In relation to the tholoi designs described in the Zenon
papyrus, Wiktor Daszewski wrote:
It is perhaps the enterprising sprit of the first generation of Greeks in a
new country … that stimulates small experiments, improvements and
adjustments of the older Greek prototypes and techniques to the realities
and requirements of the new environment… Most likely the mosaicist
was of Greek origin.49
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These statements promote the idea, questioned above, of a linear development between pebble mosaic “prototypes” and tessellated floors.50 They also
make some romantic assumptions about the role of ethnicity: the Ptolemaic
court has imported its craftsmen from Greece, Greek artists are unfamiliar
with Egypt, and artistic innovation is the adaptive strategy of both – a coping mechanism born from the need to continuously innovate and culturally
dominate. The implication is that a patron’s or artist’s Hellenism was critical to
the product. The view is typical.
When mosaics, especially high-quality ones, appear for the first time at a site
outside of the Greek mainland or the Hellenistic courts, Greeks and Greece
are usually assumed to be responsible. For example, in Hellenistic Italy, generally, “we may safely assume either the actual presence of Greek craftsmen … or
the importation of works ready-made from the Greek East.”51 And regarding
the Alexander Mosaic: “the mosaic was laid on the spot by a team of craftsmen,
who may safely be taken to have been Greek.”52 Of course some mosaicists
were ethnically Greek; we can hardly assume, however, that Hellenism was a
requirement to work in the genre.
The issue of ethnicity is connected to the notion of craftsmen’s mobility. Signatures suggest artists were mobile and must have been so for many
reasons. Demand, or lack thereof, was probably the most important factor.
Although hypothetical, Meyboom’s description of the Casa del Fauno workshop suggests that workshops could be established in one permanent location
and carry out commissions in a variety of others. Another possibility is that
some or most mosaicists were itinerant. Artistic mobility might explain why,
at this time, no single site has mosaics that span the transition from pebble,
to tessellation, to vermiculatum. It is also an appealing explanation when work
appears suddenly in a new location, as happens in Hellenistic Palestine, to
which we now turn.
A MOSAICIST TRAVELS TO PALESTINE

Like other monumental works of ancient art, finely decorated mosaics are
rare in Hellenistic Palestine. Only three sites have produced tessellated polychrome mosaics pre-dating the Herodian period: Tel Anafa, Tel Dor, and
Jericho.53 The mosaics at the Winter Palaces at Jericho are probably the best
known.54 They are neither figurative nor very intricate in their geometric
schemes.The most elaborate design comes from an otherwise plain floor in the
palace apodyterion (Room A[B]42): a meter-long area consisting of a red triptych filled with checker board and rays. The technique and restricted palette
of the Jericho mosaics are prefigured by those from the bath complex of the
late Hellenistic villa at Anafa in the Upper Galilee. The best-preserved comes
from the bath’s central Room 16 and is made from tesserae of black diorite and
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white marble. The construction dates to the first phase of the villa, in the third
or fourth quarter of the second century b.c.e.55 While this mosaic and the one
from Jericho have some aesthetic appeal, they are largely functional, helping to
waterproof the floors in bathing areas.
The other tessellated mosaic from the same villa at Anafa and its counterpart from Dor are virtuoso examples of opus vermiculatum. Both are highly
fragmentary, but the recently discovered mosaic from Dor is better preserved and will be discussed first. It was found on the southern part of the
tel (Area D1), in a constructional fill associated with a Roman complex of
uncertain function.56 Nothing is known of the floor’s original context, so its
construction cannot otherwise be dated on archaeological grounds. There
are three main decorative areas: a mask-and-garland frieze, a meander border, and a central figurative scene (Figs. 5.1–5.4). Of the hundreds of fragments, only a few were clearly restorable, including a section of the garland
frieze recomposed from about ten fragments (Fig. 5.1).57 The foreshortened
mask shows a young male with wavy brown hair wearing an extravagant
combination of colored hat, fillet, and ribbon. It hangs on a rich garland of
flowers and fruits. Set against a dark ground that evokes cast shadows, the
garland creates a fecund atmosphere of feasting and drama associated with
Dionysos.
The mask itself can be dated by type. It combines features of two mask types
of New Comedy described by Pollux (Onom 4.147) and assigned by Webster,
Green, and Seeberg to their Period 3 (150–50 b.c.e.).58 A second mosaic fragment showing only a thin eyebrow and wavy strands of hair suggests the floor
had at least two mask types.59 Inside the garland frieze was laid a perspective
meander that, in turn, framed the central scene (Figs. 5.3–5.4). Just enough of
the latter is preserved – a well-modeled pink forearm holding a lagobolon – to
place it in the context of hunting in the wilderness. Alternating masks suspended from garlands, perspective meander, Dionysiac themes, the extensive
use of glass and the varied framing devices fit the period.60 The floor’s best
parallels come from Italy, Malta, Sicily, and Delos.61 Another comes from two
similarly fragmentary floors from Canopus, one showing a garden and the
other Nilotic scenes.62
Thanks to its fragmentary state, much can be said about the way that the
mosaic was laid. Two separate areas of white tessellation from the adjusting
border have been identified: one with orderly rows and another with erratically laid tesserae, typically found in less important areas or under couches
in a dining room.63 Straight vertical edges were observable in the bedding
of at least two areas of the floor in the meander and central field, probably
evidence of wooden shutters used to hold the wet mortar in place while
small sections of the floor were laid.64 In 2004, William Wootton performed
binocular microscopy on several mortar samples taken from every major area
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5.3. Meander border from Tel Dor, Israel.
Photo: G. Laron, courtesy Tel Dor Project.

of the floor.65 His analysis showed that terracotta, quartz, shells, and local sandstone
(kurkar) fragments were used as aggregates
(Fig. 5.5). In the central area, a thin band
of kurkar was noticed running throughout
the mortars. The shells are from a variety
of Mediterranean species. The composition
of all mortars conforms to the local biology and geology of Dor, giving no reason
to suspect that any part of the mosaic was
manufactured and imported from elsewhere. The mortars prove the floor was laid
in situ.
Since no contemporary vermiculatum or
even polychrome mosaics are known from
the site or surrounding towns and cities, we
may speculate that Dor’s mosaics were executed on commission – but by whom? The
combination of the work’s high level of
execution and the apparent lack of demand
for it elsewhere precludes the conclusion
that the mosaicist came from Palestine. The

5.4. Central figurative scene of mosaic from Tel
Dor, Israel.
Photo: G. Laron, courtesy Tel Dor Project.
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5.5. Bedding of mosaic from Tel Dor, Israel.
Photo: author, courtesy Tel Dor Project.

closest candidates are Antioch and Alexandria. Part of what makes Hellenistic
Palestine interesting and challenging is its strategic location, on the one hand,
and its subordination to neighbors to the south and north – the Ptolemies
(r. Palestine 296–201 b.c.e. ) and Seleukids (r. 200–104 b.c.e. ) – on the other.66
The mosaic was laid at Dor probably during the period of Seleukid domination. In 139/8 b.c.e. the city endured a siege by Simon the Hasmonean, and
later in the century it was seized by the tyrant Zoilos who also ruled nearby
Straton’s Tower (Roman Caesarea). Possibly Alexander Jannaeus (r. 104–78
b.c.e. ) took these cities from Zoilos in around 100 b.c.e. 67 Hasmonean rule
continued until 64/3 b.c.e. , when Dor was granted autonomy and placed
under the authority of the Roman governor (Jos. Ant. 14.4.4). The Dor
commission required its mosaicist to travel some distance during a turbulent
period.
The vermiculatum mosaic from Tel Anafa contributes valuable information
to the discussion of this material, notably a secure archaeological context that
provides terminal dates for its construction and destruction. Because it is so
fragmentary, the mosaic poses some difficulties in reconstruction and interpretation. It has not been fully published, although its context, Anafa’s Late
Hellenistic Stuccoed Building (Fig. 5.6), has been.68 Small mosaic fragments
(Fig. 5.7) and thousands of loose tesserae were found in Room 10 of the building’s South Wing. The room measures around 5x6m, and material inside and
above its clay ground floor dates to the late Hellenistic period. Construction
of the floor is phased to the site’s Hellenistic 2A, or ca. 125 b.c.e. It was used
throughout the life of the building until its abandonment and gradual destruction beginning sometime in the early first century b.c.e. The mosaic came
from the second story of the building and was excavated in destruction debris
that were lying on top of the clay floor and covered by the building’s roof and
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5.6. Plan of the Late Hellenistic Stuccoed Building (LHSB) from Tel Anafa, Israel.
After Herbert 1994, fig. 2.6, courtesy S. Herbert.

5.7. Fragments of opus vermiculatum mosaic from the LHSB, Tel Anafa.
Photo: author, courtesy S. Herbert.

walls. Several large nails found in the rubble were used to support what was
surely a heavy floor.
From the fragments that could be studied first hand, the floor was divided
into at least three areas: the irregular and regular plain white tessellation of the
adjusting border, linear border devices, and a pictorial scene or frieze.69 Several
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5.8. Bedding of mosaic fragments from the LHSB, Tel Anafa.
Photo: author, courtesy S. Herbert.

of the fragments with irregular white tessellation show traces of wall plaster
on one side, reinforcing the idea that they came from the edges of the room.
All of the linear borders are rendered in white and blue; many of them show
the effects of shuttering (Fig. 5.7, left and bottom right). Several fragments
show other construction techniques similar to the Dor mosaic, including the
use of aggregate – in this case, pebble – in the coarse mortars and a comparable
depth of ultra-fine setting beds (Fig. 5.8). Without more invasive techniques,
more cannot be said about the particular composition of the bedding.
The largest fragment from Anafa measures only 8.4x5.5cm. As a result of the
mosaic’s fragmentary state, the content, composition, and location of the decorated area are impossible to reconstruct. Most pieces show characteristic curving lines of tightly laid tesserae in a variety of reds and blues with some yellow.
Blue glass was detected in several fragments. Identifying the subject matter of
such abstract fragments in isolation is virtually impossible, but juxtaposition
with larger fragments is suggestive. For example, the pomegranates from Dor
(Figs. 5.1–5.2) can be compared to a fragment showing a red object from Anafa
(Fig. 5.7, upper right).The colors and technique are indistinguishable, virtually
interchangeable. At least two Anafa fragments look remarkably like the hair
from the masks at Dor. Probably the decorated area of the mosaic at Anafa was
a vegetal scene comparable to the garland or central scene from Dor. Figures,
masks and other elements may also have been present.
As a result of the overall similarity of style and construction technique,
comparable quality, and sudden appearance of these vermiculatum mosaics in
Palestine, it is plausible that the same artist executed both. The use of locally
available material for aggregates in the mortars may be just one sign of the artist’s adaptability. Certainly patrons had input into the design, as well. There is
some hint of such differences in the remaining fragments from Anafa, which
generally employ a more restricted color palette than the Dor mosaic. Perhaps
the polychrome area of the Anafa floor was smaller.70 The Anafa mosaic was
executed sometime during the very short lifetime of the Late Hellenistic
Stuccoed Building, between the fourth quarter of the second century and
the very earliest years of the first. This date corresponds well with the one
proposed for the Dor mosaic according to the mask type and stylistic parallels.
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Both floors were probably laid ca. 125–100 b.c.e., and thus offer us the remarkable opportunity to identify an individual artist who travelled to Palestine to
produce mosaics in situ.
While there is ample evidence that many mosaicists travelled, travelling to
work on commission is not the same as being an “itinerant artist.” Several
scenarios present themselves for the Dor and Anafa floors. Both commissions
could have been arranged before the artist arrived in Palestine. Another possibility is that only one was prearranged and the second commission was earned
later. Finally, it is possible that neither was prearranged. Although an intriguing possibility, the sudden appearance of an itinerant artist in Palestine is hard
to imagine unless artists were willing to travel far afield with no guaranteed
income and little hope of lasting success. With work of this quality, formal
training outside Palestine is assured. If we assume some sort of paradeigma was
used, such as cartoons, it is worth noting that the floors are not identical to one
another nor to any other known mosaics. With Hellenistic mosaics, however,
the general rule is variation; even when their elements were conventional,
mosaics were rarely, if ever, truly identical.71 For all the emphasis placed on
the paradeigma, the Zenon papyrus seems to underscore this idea, as its aim
is to adapt the model to a specific site. Further, even if the Palestinian commissions were prearranged, we do not need to imagine a scenario comparable to the Zenon papyrus; details of design could have been worked out
on site. If the artist brought with him records of previous work, perhaps they
resembled a modern portfolio – examples of good work that could be modified as desired – rather than a stock pattern book.72 The prestigious locations
or high-status patrons of the artist’s previous work might have been important
to his success in winning commissions. The Palestinian vermiculatum mosaics
show that there is much to be gained from studying technique. The surface
comparison of mosaic only allows us to go so far, whereas mortars contain a
wealth of information about mosaic production independent of popular subjects and designs, contracts, or patrons. Detailed and scientific comparison of
all the different parts of mosaic floors makes it possible to identify the hands of
individuals with some confidence.
THE ARTIST AS INDIVIDUAL

We have looked for evidence of the mosaicist at the juncture of his work’s
subject, style, and distribution and in the very fabric of his mosaic’s mortars.
But the only way to name an individual artist is through textual evidence. Four
extant signatures of three different mosaicists contain ethnics that might shed
light on their identity. Assuming, for now, that one’s origin signals one’s ethnicity, two of these three artists are Greeks and both times their signatures appear
outside of Greece. Dioskourides of Samos’s emblemata were found at Pompeii
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5.9. Plan of the House of the Dolphins, Delos.
After Bruneau 1972, fig. 166, courtesy École française d’Athènes.

and Dionysios of Alexandria, son of Herakleides, signed a work in Sicily. What
was important (if anything) about these signatures for artist or patron? Perhaps
ethnicity itself mattered. Another possibility is that the patron’s status was
increased not because of the artist’s origins per se, but rather because of how far
the artist, or the work, had travelled.The remaining signature records the name
of Asklepiades from the Phoenician city-state of Arados. Asklepiades signed a
work of ca. 100 b.c.e. in the House of the Dolphins in Delos (Figs. 5.9–5.10).73
Thanks to the preservation of the House of the Dolphins, this example is
especially enlightening.
The house’s eponymous mosaic is found in its courtyard. The decorated
area is surrounded by the peristyle and sunken, as an impluvium. The floor is
framed by a series of black, white, and red rectangular bands and crenellations.
At the floor’s center is a series of circular bands and patterned areas including crest waves, meander, guilloche, astragal, and a marine-inspired tendril, all
surrounding a rosette. In each “pendentive” zone – the four triangular areas
formed between the central circle and its rectilinear frame – is an Eros riding
a dolphin and leading a second on the rein. Most of the floor is worked in
opus tessellatum, but the erotes and dolphins are vermiculatum. The fragmentary inscription lies between two of the patterned circles: [ΑΣΚΛΕ]ΠΙΑΔΕΣ
ΑΡΑΔΙΟ[Σ] ΕΠΟΙΕΙ. The signature of a Phoenician artist merits comment in
itself, but it becomes especially interesting when we recall that the house’s
vestibule contains the black and white sign of the Phoenician deity Tanit
(Fig. 5.11).74
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73

The iconography of the vestibule mosaic identifies the patron
as Phoenician. Possibly, in this
case, artistic ethnicity was important to the patron – a Phoenician
homeowner deliberately hired a
Phoenician mosaicist. Even if so,
we cannot claim that ethnicity had
any bearing on the house’s famous
courtyard mosaic. Nothing about
the courtyard mosaic’s virtuoso quality or Hellenic iconography suggests that the patrons or artist were
Phoenician. Indeed Asklepiades’s
work is indistinguishable from that
of Dioskourides. Lacking the ethnic “of Arados,” Asklepiades would
be presumed Greek, and, without
the vestibule’s reference to Tanit,
the patron might have been viewed
as Greek, too, or at least “fully
Hellenized.” The House of the
Dolphins underscores the danger
5.10. Signature of [Askle]piades of Arados from the House
of assuming that iconography, and
of the Dolphins courtyard mosaic, Delos; “D” on plan
even style, are good indicators of
above, fig. 5.9.
Photo: Bruneau 1972, no. 210, fig. 175, courtesy École
an artist’s ethnicity. We must accept
française d’Athènes.
that many mosaicists, even those like
Asklepiades who produced some of
the genre’s finest works, were not
Greeks.The artist signature in the House of the Dolphins proves that the work
of non-Hellenic mosaicists was acceptable. Perhaps it was even unremarkable.
The deployment of Greek iconography and style, the exclusive appearance
of Greek in artists’ signatures, and the pro-Greek perspective of mosaic’s one
appearance in literature, have contributed to the idea that picture mosaics were
invented and made by Greeks. Yet the “Hellenic identity” of mosaic cannot
stand: there is no direct continuity between Greek pebble mosaics and tessellated ones; Hellenistic centers at Delos, Alexandria, and Pergamon were not
populated by clear-cut groups of innovative Greeks and artistically hapless
natives; the appearance and popularity of mosaics in Sicily and Italy cannot be
explained only or always in terms of acculturation and Philhellenism; and we
cannot, with our current knowledge, propose meaningful or direct connections between Greek iconography, technique, and an artist’s origins.
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5.11. Sign of Tanit from the entry to the House of the Dolphins, Delos; “A” on fig. 5.9.

CONCLUSION: THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN PERSPECTIVE

These mosaics have a role to play in our histories of Greek art. Identifiable
Hellenic elements are in play. But, at the same time, we need not assume that
Greek artists were the progenitors or greatest innovators of this art form; Punes,
Sicilians, Italians, Anatolians, Levantines, and Egyptians made clear contributions.75 Nor were Greeks always the genre’s best patrons. Many fine mosaics
have had a role in the histories of these other regions. The continuing perception of picture mosaics as a hallmark of Hellenism stems from a present-day
elevation of iconography, style, and literary evidence, such as it is, over other factors.This situation is familiar to those who study the concept of “Hellenization.”
Picture mosaics raise some old questions regarding ethnic identity in the successor kingdoms and in cities like Delos and Morgantina. Their study has the
unexpected effect of underscoring the importance of major centers, such as
Alexandria, while also drawing into the discussion of eastern Mediterranean
art areas that might otherwise be disparaged as the cultural periphery, such
as Palestine. Mosaics raise other fundamental questions about whether or not
the use of Greek is an indicium of acculturation: is the fact that Asklepiades
wrote in Greek more important than the fact that he was from Arados? Indeed,
mosaics make us question if the “Hellenistic period” is a modern description
of a political epoch or if it was a cultural phenomenon in which the eastern
Mediterranean became increasingly Greek in a conscious fashion.76
The problems with answering such questions are many.Their answers hinge,
in part, on how we interpret the reception of these works, a task that must be
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completed without substantial literary views to guide us. It is equally plausible, for example, that the Dor and Anafa mosaics are evidence of emulation,
appropriation, or something unanticipated by Helleno-centrism. While they
may have signaled class or status that depended on the perception of mosaic
as “Hellenic,” they may have sent a different kind of status-raising message as
a result of their cost. Perhaps the mosaics themselves signal participation in a
greater Mediterranean environment that, as I have argued elsewhere regarding
Attic imported pots, did not require them to be recognized foremost as Greek
products.77 While we should not assume all mosaics were patronized for the
same reason, and while mosaics did serve practical purposes (Vitr. De arch. 7.1),
conspicuous consumption would seem to be a key impetus. Ruth Westgate
has argued that a greater square area was used for entertainment in Hellenistic
homes than in their counterparts from the Classical period. One result was the
appearance of decoration in more rooms, especially those suited to receiving
guests, with the corresponding likelihood that greater numbers of people saw
their decoration.78
Caution should be taken in equating status markers with “Greekness” in
cosmopolitan environments such as Delos. Likewise we should be wary about
assuming that mosaic was valued for something perceptibly Hellenic in more
remote locations like Anafa. Not all luxury was Greek, certainly not in the
Near East. Indeed, in this eastern Mediterranean milieu, some activities that
we tend to associate with Greeks were not only derived from still more ancient
Near Eastern traditions, but also existed in parallel with ongoing Near Eastern
practices. Thus it is quite possible that opus vermiculatum mosaics did not read
as “Greek” to consumers. This conclusion runs counter to the convenience of
modern scholarship in that it presupposes that ancient craft was tied to ethnicity and that an object’s defining characteristic was a quasi-national identity. For
many people in the Hellenistic eastern Mediterranean, not least of all Greeks
and Phoenicians of places like Dor and Anafa, this kind of “nationalism” was
either totally alien or subordinate to local identities. The signatures themselves
remind us of this point: “of Alexandria,” “of Samos,” “of Arados.” Viewed in
this light, the mosaics can say “like the royal court,” “from a distant island,” or
“by an artist from our homeland.”79 Like the mosaics themselves, the signatures may not be expressing the objective ethnic identity of an ancient artist or
patron, but rather civic or social identities particular to context.
Mosaics might have had many meanings for their patrons, only one of
which was the perception of the craft’s origins. A specific ethnic component
could have been unimportant relative to the strong connections that gave rise
to tessellation, spread tessellated and vermiculatum mosaics far afield, and helped
shape the cosmopolitan Mediterranean perspectives of which they were a part.
Even in keeping with traditional views of artistic personality, we can thus
understand mosaic craft as more than a mere byproduct of Greek painting and
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use what we know of mosaic and its makers to begin writing the history of
eastern Mediterranean art.
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NOTES

1 Pollitt in Palagia and Pollitt 1996, 1–15. See also: Palagia (ix–x) for a brief history of personality studies and their objectors.
2 Asarotos oikos: Donderer 1989, 63, A16, pl. 13 (with bibliography). Versions of the doves are
found at Delos, Pompeii,Tivoli and other sites in Italy. See Bruneau 1972, 29, pl. A2; Pernice
1938, pl. 64–67. For good color images of both, see Andreae 2003, 46–51, 161–175.
3 Bruneau 1972, 111, n. 2; Westgate 2000a, 272 (with bibliography). Dunbabin (1999, 269–
278) offers a comprehensive overview of the literary sources of craftsmen and workshops
through the Imperial period. Pergamon, garland frieze and borders with trompe l’oeil
inscription of Hephaistos, Berlin, Pergamonmuseum inv. no. 70: Kawerau and Wiegand
1930, 53–61, pls. 17–19, figs. 27–38; Donderer 1989, 64, A17, pl. 14; Kriseleit 2000, 17–23, figs.
8–15; Andreae 2003, 44–47. Delos, geometric mosaic in the Sanctuary of the Syrian Gods
signed by Antaios Aisxrionos: Bruneau 1972, 225–226 no. 195, figs.156–159; Donderer 1989,
55, A4, pl. 4. Delos, H. Dolphin courtyard mosaic signed by [Askle]piades, Bruneau 1972,
no. 210, 235–239, figs. 168–175, pl. B.1–2; Donderer 1989, 56, A6, pl. 6. Athens, fragmentary
monochrome centauromachy with partial signature […]ΩΝΕΠΟ[ΙΕΙ or ΗΣΕΝ]: Donderer
1989, 80, A41, pl. 26, 1; Salzmann 1982, 30, 86–87, no. 20, pl. 41, 1. Pella, stag hunt signed
by Gnosis: Donderer 1989, 58, A9, pl. 7, 2; Salzmann 1982, 12, 19, 28–29, 107, 108, no. 103,
pl. 29, color pl., 101.2–6, 102.1, 2; Andreae 2003, 22–24. Thmuis, personification at Thmuis
(Berenike II?) signed by Sophilos, Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum inv. no. 21739:
Daszewski 1985, 142–158, pls. A, 32, 42a; Donderer 1989, 79–80, A39, pl. 25; Andreae 2003,
27–38. Pompeii, comedic scenes in marble frames from the “Villa of Cicero” signed by
Dioskourides, Naples, Museo Nazionale inv. nos. 9985 and 9987: Pernice 1938, pls. 70–71;
Andreae 2003, 219–226; Donderer 1989, 59–61, A11, pl. 9. Segesta, highly fragmentary
monochrome mosaic signed by Dionysios, son of Herakleides, from Alexandria: Donderer
2008, 44–45, A5, pl. 4.1; Pinna and Sfligiotti 1991, 906–908, pl. 289.1; see also Dunbabin
1999, 273, n. 23. Euesperides, tessellated threshold mosaic dating to 325–260:Wilson 2003,
1656, fig. 8; Donderer 2008, 48, A8. The most systematic studies of signatures and other
epigraphic data for mosaicists are Donderer’s (1989, 2008). To the list of pre-Imperial signatures given here, Donderer would add the following pavements of disputed but possibly pre-imperial date: a first century b.c.e. cement floor with tessellated labyrinth design
signed by Antiochos from La Mas Foulc (France), a (late Republican?) figure mosaic from
Nimes signed by Manikos, a (late Hellenistic?) mixed technique floor signed by Antigonos
from Lete (Derveni, Greece): Donderer 1989, 68, A22; 75–76, A34, pl. 21, 2; Donderer
2008, 42–43, A3, pl. 2.2. Greek signatures are known in opus signinum, as well, such as the
pavement from Petelia dated to the first century b.c.e.; see Donderer 2008, 69–70, A24,
pl. 12.2. Latin signatures are known from pavements in the west: a mixed technique floor
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4

5
6
7

8

9
10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21

from Pompeii possibly from the first century b.c.e. with a fragmentary signature, a cement
floor from Veleia (Italy) from the first century b.c.e. with a fragmentary inscription that
might name the mosaicist, a cement floor from Las Herrerias (Spain) with a fragmentary
inscription, a late Republican-early Imperial cement floor from Augusta Praetoria signed
“Felix fecit,” and the first century b.c.e. cement floor from Casalpiano signed “C(aius)
Volusius Gallus fecit.” See Donderer 1989, 115, A9; 133–134, C13, pl. 59.11; 151–152, C35, pl.
67.1; Donderer 2008, 77–78, A31, pl. 16.1; 83–84, A35, pl. 18.2. An Iberian inscription on a
cement pavement from a house in La Caridad has been dated to the second-first c. b.c.e. :
“Likinite ekiar usekerteku,” which Donderer (2008, 89–90, B6, pl. 23.1) translates “Licinius
(mit Sitz des Ateliers) in Osicerda machte es.”
Direct evidence from the Imperial period comes in the form of a funerary inscription from
Thrace that boasts the deceased was a mosaicist who worked in many cities (Donderer 1989,
73–74, A32).
Wootton 2012, 227 raises the possibility that some signatures name patrons.
As noted by Lapatin (1999) in his review of Ling 1998: “[an] artist’s pride, justifiable or not,
does not necessarily translate into prestige.”
Edgar 1931, no. 59665; corrections in Koenen 1971. Use of paradeigma (cartoons in
notebooks, illuminated manuscripts, etc.): Bruneau 1980; 1984; and Daszewski 1985,
chapter 1.
This is not to dismiss chronological information dependent on style, such as the search for
parallels in Foerster 1995. Contributing also to the picture are studies that situate the dates
of (now-lost) models. Both the Alexander mosaic and the Palermo Hunt mosaic, to name
two examples, are understood to follow Macedonian paintings of the late fourth–early third
century. See Cohen 1997 (with bibliography); Wootton 2002.
Herbert 1994.
Meyboom 1977. See also Meyboom 1995, especially chapter 6 and appendix 18. On
Hellenistic-Imperial workshops, see Guimier-Sorbets 2001.
On fish and Nile mosaics see also Andreae 2003, chapters 5–6.
Westgate (2000a, 264–265) notes the unusually high percentage of figural mosaics at Pompeii.
She estimates that figural mosaics comprise only 13 percent of all Hellenistic mosaics from
Greek sites, whereas at Pompeii that number reaches at least 60 percent. Daszewski (1985,
92) calculates that Delos has over 350 mosaics, of which 120 are decorated (25 with figures).
In contrast, Hellenistic-Roman Egypt has 53 mosaic fragments (some of which belonged
originally to the same floor), of which 42 are decorated (31 with figures). These numbers
need to be approached with caution as Westgate calculates only 308 mosaics from all Greek
sites. The point remains, however, that of the three major regions, figural mosaics are especially popular at Pompeii.
The former may be attested in the Imperial mosaic inscription in Lillebonne (northern
France) of a T. Sen[nius] (or Sex[tius]) Felix from Puteoli. See Daszewski 1985, 20, n. 58;
Donderer 1989, 108–111, A86, pl. 50; Ling 1998, fig. 93.
Westgate 1999.
Meyboom 1995, 93.
As, for example: De Vos Raaijmakers 1979.
While Vitruvius (De arch. 7.1.3–4) remains the most detailed written source about mosaiclaying technique, his description is idealistic and cannot be verified as typical by known
floors. See Ling 1998, 11, fig. 4; and Henderson 2000, 85–88, figs. 46–47.
As, e.g., Phillips 1960.
Joyce 1979. See also Dunbabin 1979; Henderson 2000, 78–90; and Westgate 2000a.
See Themelis 1996.
A comparison, here, can be made with vase painting. Thanks to the durability of ceramics
and careful connoisseurship, our knowledge of vase painters is strong (Sparkes 1996; and
Oakley 2009, 605–608). Major production centers in regions like Apulia and Attica are
known, as are some of the workshops and artists active there. Relative to mosaic studies,
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22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29

30
31
32

33

34
35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42

43

investigations of vase-painting have a firmer grip on regional and individual style.Yet, even
so, they still seem to wrestle with the notion of “artistic personality,” and what this might
mean. The so-called Red Figure Pioneers, especially the painter Euphronios, might be the
exception. See Neer 1995 and Neils (Chapter 3) in this volume.
See, e.g., Westgate 2002.
The following discussion owes much to the comprehensive treatment of origins in Dunbabin
1999: 5–17 (pebble mosaics), 18–37 (tessellation); see also Dunbabin 1979; Donderer 1989
and 2008; Ling 1998.
Pebble mosaics of Ai Khanoum: Bernard 1975, 175–180; 1976, 291–292.
Young 1965.
At Kerkouane and, perhaps, Carthage. Fernández-Galiano 1982 and 1983.
Fantar 1966, 1978, 1984: 506–508, pls. 52–55; Dunbabin 1999, 101–102, fig. 100. Tanit is a
Phoenician deity very popular beginning in Persian period. See Lipinski 1995, s.v. “Tannit,”
199–215.
See, e.g., Bruneau 1982; Ling 1998, 34–35.
Alexandria: Daszewski 1985; Ling 1998; contra Dunbabin 1994 and 1999, 23. Sicily: Levi
1947; Phillips 1960; contra Salzmann 1982; Boeselager 1983, especially 26–30; Tsakirgis
1989. Development is also ascribed generally to the royal courts of the east: Westgate
2002.
OGIS 56; Simpson 1996, 224–241.
Bruneau 1967. Daszewski (1985, 23–25) discusses this text at length.
Daszewski (1985, 24) suggests that the novelty was not the mosaic but the idea of mosaic
decorating a ship and rightly dismisses the rather tenuous idea of Phillips 1960 that this story
explains the introduction of tessellation to Egypt.
On the actions of Hieron, see Tsakirgis 1989, 414–415. Hieron’s other artistic accomplishments are described in Diodorus 16.83, Athenaeus 40. Another of Hieron’s gift-giving episodes (to the Rhodians) is noted in Polybios 5.80. Portraits of Hieron were on display at
Olympia (Paus. 6.12.4, 6.12.6).
In the Sophilos mosaic from Thmius from ca. 200. See also supra, n. 3.
In the east, see, e.g., the Shatby stag hunt: Daszewski 1985, 103–110, no. 2, pl. 4.6.
Tsakirgis 1989, 413–415; Daszewski 1985, 73–86; contra Salzmann 1982. See also Dunbabin
1979, 270–272 on “irregular technique” mosaics, 274–275 on pebble and tessellated mosaics.
Ling 1998, 23; Lydakis 2002, 212–216, fig. 171. See also supra, n. 3.
Dunbabin 1979, 277.
Tsakirgis 1989, no. 3. The Ganymede is in her “transitional” category because of its use of
specially cut stones. I find this distinction unnecessary since the work is primarily tessellated
and its partial use of cut stone does not link it to any clear precedent. The cut stones can be
interpreted as forerunners to opus sectile, as Dunbabin (1979, 272–273). I do follow the date
proposed by Tsakirgis (1989, 413 contra Salzmann 1982, 61) as the floors appear to belong to
the initial construction phase of the house and should pre-date the Roman conquest of 211.
On the iconography, see Phillips 1960.
Some vermiculatum mosaicists even painted the mortar exposed at interstices or painted the
tesserae themselves. See Guimier-Sorbets and Nenna 1992.
Bruneau 1972, 34; Henderson 2000, 78. See also Daszewski 1985, 34. Tsakirgis (1989,
415) uses the term in a rather different manner.
See also Pliny HN 35.67–72 (Parrhasios). A Hellenistic example is found in Pliny’s account
of Ktesilas’s bawdy painting of Stratonike and the fisherman (HN 35.140). Of course other
themes were important, including quality of line, the representation of emotion and painting’s more intangible qualities, such as grace (charis or venustas). Several of these are touched
upon in Pliny’s extended discussion of Apelles (HN 35.79–97).
E.g., the “crenellations” of the Sophilos mosaic and the “doormats” of the H. Ganymede:
Tsakirgis 1989, no. 1, figs. 3–4; no. 2, figs. 5, 7–9.The relationship between textiles and mosaics is frequently discussed; see Ling 1998, 20–21
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44 Tsakirgis 1989, 410 and n. 53 (with bibliography).
45 Supra, n. 3.
46 On ancient painting technique, see Kakoulli 2009. Pliny describes the layering of color in
his anecdote about the dog painted by Protogenes of Rhodes (HN 35.101–106).
47 Ling 1998, as noted by Lapatin 1999.
48 For a recent example, see Lydakis 2002, where mosaic is treated largely as a genre driven by
the imitation of painting.
49 Daszewski 1985, 10, 12.
50 The idea that the tholoi floors were tessellated (and not pebbled) comes from both
Daszewski (1985, 13–14) and Bruneau (1980).
51 Dunbabin 1999, 38
52 Dunbabin 1999, 43.
53 The Western Palace at Masada has produced three polychrome mosaics of the Herodian era
(late first century b.c.e.), one of which (from Oecus 456) is quite elaborate and comparable
to fine tessellated mosaics from areas with more regular mosaic production, especially Delos.
Foerster 1995, 140–151, figs. 252–259, pls. 13–15a.
54 Ovadiah and Ovadiah 1987, 76–66, nos. 110–111, pl. XCIII:1–2; Netzer 2001: 6–7, 98–101,
pl. VII.
55 Herbert 1994, 66–70, pls. 35–40.
56 See Wootton 2012 for the most up-to-date publication of the mosaic. Preliminary publication of the mosaic and its archaeological circumstances can be found in Stewart and Martin
2003. The date and interpretation of the Dor mosaic offered here represent a slight modification to those given in 2003 as a result of the subsequent study of the Anafa mosaic.
57 As restored, this segment measures approximately 0.50x.075m. Of that, the frieze and the
mask itself are 0.42 and 0.36m high, respectively.
58 Namely, Pollux’s mask 13, called the Blond Young Man, and mask 16, the episeistos or Second
Wavy-Haired Young Man. Webster 1961, 89, mask ZT 5; and Webster 1969, 89, mask ZT 5;
Webster et al. 1995, vol.1, 19–22, 60–64; vol. 2, 210. No. 13 can be compared to a terracotta
suspension mask from Amisos dating to the mid-second century: Mollard-Besques 1972, 87,
inv. D 510, pl. 111:d.
59 Wootton 2008, fig. 4.1; Martin and Stewart 2009, 41, bottom left.
60 E.g., see the Hephaistion mosaic from Palace V at Pergamon of the mid-second century
(supra, n. 3); frieze M of mosaic 68 from Delos of the second century (Bruneau 1972:
156–169, figs. 55–79, pl. A:3–4); and the Casa del Fauno at Pompeii, the mask mosaic from
the fauces and the so-called Tiger-Rider Mosaic, both mid-late second century (Naples,
Museo Nazionale inv. nos. 9994 and 9991, respectively; Baldassare 1994, 94–96, figs. 12–14;
104–105, fig. 28; Andreae 2003, 188–191, 236–239). On glass, see Guimier-Sorbets and
Nenna 1992.
61 Wootton (2008, 2, fig. 1 and 2012, fig. 1) has made a detailed reconstruction. Likely the
original floor had eight masks in total. According to Wootton’s study, at minimum each
side measured 3.5m, which is just slightly smaller than a medium-sized andron/oecus of the
period (if indeed this was the room’s type). See Guimier-Sorbets 1998; Dunbabin 1998.
62 Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum inv. nos. 21144–21149 and 21526–21529: Daszewski
1985, 136–142, cat. nos. 28–37, pls. 27–31. Daszewski offers a late Hellenistic date on stylistic
grounds.
63 Alternately, some adjusting borders of otherwise tessellated mosaics were completed with
cheaper materials, such as chips. See Westgate 2000a, 260.
64 See the diagram in Wootton 2012, fig. 3 and the clear examples in Stewart and Martin 2003,
nos. 9–10, fig. 10; Wootton 2008, no. 7, fig. 7; and Wootton 2012, figs. 4a, 6e.
65 Wootton 2006 and 2012.
66 Berlin 1997.
67 1 Macc 15.10–14; 25–27; Jos.Ant 13.7.2 and Wars 1.2.2. Tryphon’s siege is verified archaeologically; see Gera 1985.
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68 Preliminary publication of the mosaic can be found in Weinberg 1969, 21–23; 1971a, 97–
98; 1971b, 11–13; 1972, 9, fig. 5; 1974, 20, fig. 3c. Final publication of the Late Hellenistic
Stuccoed Building (LHSB) appears in Herbert 1994, especially 31–36 (overview of the
LHSB phases and dates), 53–62, pls. 32–34 (mosaic). Hellenistic 2A (phase of original
construction) is dated to the third-early fourth quarter of the second century because of
stamped amphorae handles and numismatic evidence including a coin of Alexander Zebina,
r. 128–125 (the latest datable find in this stratum). Hellenistic 2B is dated to ca. 115 using
similar evidence including one coin, a Sidonian shekel. Hellenistic 2C is dated by Period
VI (108–80) Rhodian stamped amphora handles to the first quarter of the first century. The
building was abandoned shortly thereafter (Hellenistic 2C+), beginning in the second quarter of the first century according to the evidence from stamped handles and coins, including
a coin of Demetrius III (the latest datable object from this stratum).
69 In 2005, I was able to locate a few boxes of mosaic containing 29 fragments at the Israel
Antiquities Authority’s storage facility in Bet Shemesh. Comparison of these fragments to
the few shown in preliminary publication (supra, n. 68) shows that some of the excavated
pieces were absent. My thanks are owed to Alegre Savariego, curator of the Rockefeller collections and mosaics, for her assistance.
70 If the mosaic’s room upstairs had the same footprint as Room 10, where it was found, it
measured approximately 5x6m. Likely the Dor mosaic occupied a room of at least 3.5m in
length. Supra, n. 61.
71 As observed also by Ling (1998, 133).
72 See Westgate 1999.
73 Supra, n. 3. See also: Bruneau 1972: 232, fig. 166 (plan); 111–112, fig. 175 (inscription). It was
standard practice among Phoenician speakers to translate proper nouns into Greek. See, e.g.,
the Hellenistic “Peiraeus Inscription” KAI (Donner and Röllig 1966–2002) 60 in which
honors are bestowed on Shemaba‘al, son of Magon, who is named in the Greek portion
Diopeithes the Sidonian.
74 Bruneau 1972, no. 209, 235, fig. 167; cf. 71. The other Delos mosaicist was an Ἀνταῖος
Αἰσχρίωνος (Bruneau 1972, no. 195, fig. 159). Bruneau speculated that Antaios was Syrian
because his signature was found in the so-called Sanctuary of Syrian Gods. He rightly
admits that without an ethnic the idea has no real basis. Tanit: supra, n. 27.
75 Ling (1998, especially 34–48) makes the convincing argument that black and white floors
are a major Italian contribution.
76 These and related issues have been the subject of much scholarship. See, recently, Malkin
2001; Hall 2002; Isaac 2004; Gruen 2005; Lomas 2005; Zacharia 2008.
77 Martin 2007, Chapter 4.
78 Westgate 1997–1998; 2000b; 2002.
79 We cannot be certain, however, which Alexandria is meant here, as noted by Westgate
(2000a, 273, n. 74).
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